WARRANTY & TROUBLESHOOTING
INFORMATION FOR:

Select Pool Products
3345 North Service Road Unit 104A Burlington, ON L7N 3G2
1-855-881-0889 info@selectpoolproducts.ca

HOW TO INITIATE A WARRANTY CLAIM
If you have gone through the appropriate troubleshooting steps in
this guide and your product was purchased within the time periods
below, please follow these steps to initiate a warranty claim:
1. Take photo of serial number and/or date code sticker on item.
2. If date code reflects a date which is out of warranty (however installed within the warranty period), an invoice or sales order must be
provided for proof of install.
3. Record customer name & report issue.
4. Send email to info@selectpoolproducts.ca with the following:
• photo (showing issue and date code)
• customer name
• installation date
• brief description of reported issue
5. Our customer service team will respond with a claim number and
advise if/when a replacement part will be sent.
6. Please do not dispose of products until claim is complete. If required, we will provide shipping labels to return defective product.

WARRANTY DURATION
2 YEARS ON VESSEL & BALLAST,
1 YEAR ON BULB AND QUARTZ TUBE

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

2 YEARS
2 YEARS
Please note: Improper use, installation or winterization will void

2 warranties.

PURAVIDA UV SYSTEM - TROUBLESHOOTING
Proper quartz tube placement is essential for UV system
to operate. Please follow exact instructions in manual
(https://selectpoolproducts.ca/manuals)
1. The lamp will not illuminate:
a. Check power going to the unit.
b. Ensure filters are clean & baskets are empty.
c. Lamp life is approximately 10,000 hours of operation. Check the UV
lamp to see if it is damaged or has become disconnected from the connector. Disconnect the power to the unit, remove the nut and confirm
the lamp connector is firmly locked together.
d. Check for any damage to quartz tube. If quartz tube is broken it must
be replaced in order for the unit to remain water tight - Part # 245750
for PSII-48PV and Part # 245910 for PMIII-82PV
e. If lamp will still not illuminate and is within warranty period, follow warranty procedure as outlined on previous page. If lamp is out of warranty, order a replacement bulb - Part # T565HO for PSII-48PV and Part
#T585 for PMIII-82PV. Follow directions in manual for replacing the
lamp and quartz tube. (https://selectpoolproducts.ca/manuals)
f. If lamp still does not illuminate after replacing the bulb, a new ballast
may be required. If within the warranty period, follow warranty procedures.
2. Noise when unit is under pressure or unit leaking water:
a. For PMIII-82PV: If the quartz tube is not inserted straight down into
the chamber and sitting inside the holder at the bottom, the unit will
not completely seal. If this is the case, the quartz tube can break or
unit can leak. To fix, remove the quartz tube and reinsert, making sure
that only 14mm of the tube is exposed above the unit. If more glass is
exposed, the tube is not inserted properly. (See image below) Ensure
o’ring is on quartz tube and is resting securely on top of thread.
3. If any damage ever occurs to quartz tube please discard and replace immediately. If glass enters chamber disconnect plumbing and thoroughly rinse
and vaccum or blow out the chamber before replacing with new quartz tube
and bulb to ensure no glass is left inside.
Proper Quartz Tube Placement
14mm

PURAVIDA INSTALLATION MANUAL:
https://selectpoolproducts.ca/manuals
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PURAVIDA UV WINTERIZING INSTRUCTIONS:
a. Recommended operating temperature is between 2°C-40°C(36°F104°F). Do not allow the unit to freeze before fully draining.
b. Disconnect from power source. You do not need to remove bulb or
quartz tube.
c. Unscrew unions for the inlet/outlet water flow.
d. Carefully unscrew the drain plug counter clockwise.
e. Tip the unit on a 45° angle to remove any standing water.
f. It is highly recomended to store the unit in a dry and warm location.
For bulb replacement, general maintenance and quartz tube cleaning see
manual.

PURA VIDA - PARTS LIST

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
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Description
Water Proof Strainer
Nut
Lamp Socket & Lead Wire
UV Lamp
Rubber O-Ring
Quartz Tube
Chamber
Ballast
Mounting Clip
Spring
Drain Plug
2” Union Kit
O’Ring for Inside Top Nut

PSII-48PV
Part #
PG13.5
01A
4P180
T565HO
21835
245750
UP89730
UV-8/88
89123
1343
1/2”S
PVUK2
PVNO-1

PMIII-82PV
Part #
PG13.5
01A
4P180
T585
21835
245910
UP114890
UV-8/88
114123
1315
1/2”S
PVUK2
PVNO-1

SPA ELECTRICS POOL LIGHT TROUBLESHOOTING
POSSIBLE ISSUE
1. LIGHT NOT TURNING ON			
2. LIGHT FLICKERING				
3. WATER IN BULB				
COLOUR

4. FLASHING RED
5. FLASHING ANOTHER COLOUR
6. LIGHTS NOT SYNCED TO SAME

RESOLUTION
1. LIGHTS NOT TURNING ON:
a. Inspect bulb for any damage/defect.
b. Test for power:
• if power is ok, test bulb that is still not working using the other light plug (if more than 1
light in the pool) (See Bulb Replacement Guide on bulb removal instructions).
• If transformer is working, disconnect light and test power at plug top using an approved voltage detector. If transformer is not working check breaker. If breaker is ok,
test mains and ensure power outlet is working.
c. If power outlet is not working change power point. If light still does not come on there
could be a fault with transformer. Follow warranty instructions below if installed within
3 years.
d. If bulb is not working and installation is within 3 years, see page 2 to initiate a warranty claim.
e. If bulb is out of warranty contact your local dealer to purchase a replacement bulb.
2. LIGHT FLICKERING:
a. Check the connections are secure at the plug top and transformer.
b. If this is a Retro light, unscrew cable joiner and ensure it is connected correctly and
tightened (See Retro Install Manual)
c. Test power at plug top. If voltage is tested and reads greater then 10.5V follow steps
from issue #1b.
3. WATER IN BULB:
a. Confirm date of install and follow warranty instructions if bulb was installed within 3
years. If bulb us out of warranty contact your local dealer to purchase a replacement
bulb.
4. FLASHING RED:
a. Do a quick reset of lights, by urning lights to the on position for at least 30 seconds,
turn back off and on quickly. Wait 30 seconds then try switching colours. Do this at
the power source. Using a push button remote or touch screen system is often not
quick enough to get into reset mode.
b. Bulb could be overheating. This can occur when the light is operated out of water
without water cooling for a period of time. Also check that vents are not obstructed.
c. Light could be stuck in setup mode. If there is automation, check what system is
being used and refer to setup videos at www.spaelectrics.ca/how-to-manuals
d. If bulb is not working and installation is within 3 years, see below to initiate a warranty
claim.
5. FLASHING ANOTHER COLOUR:
a. Do a quick reset of lights by turning to the on position for at least 30 seconds, turn
back off and on quickly.
6. LIGHTS NOT SYNCED TO THE SAME COLOUR
a. Do a quick reset of lights. Lights must be ON for at least 30 seconds to perform a
reset. Quick flick off and on ONCE will activate reset mode. Do this at the power
source. Using a push button remote or touch screen system is often not quick enough
to get into reset mode.
b. Changing the colour too quickly can also cause lights to go out of sync. When changing the colour, turn lights off, wait 2-3 seconds, turn lights back on. Each time the
lights are turned off and on it will circulate through the colours. The lights will always
come on to the last colour selected.
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FAULT IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

PROCESS
1. Test transformer

No

2. Does the

1.

Test the output of the transformer with a
low wattage test globe 12V (20W—30W)

2.

Does the test globe illuminate when
connected to the transformer

3.

Disconnect the light at the pool
so the cable can be tested/checked.

4.

Test the end of the cable with a load,
preferably a low wattage test globe
12v (20 - 30w)

5.

Does the test globe light up?

6.

There is an electrical break somewhere
in the cable run. Replace the cable.

7.

Check the fuses in the transformer to ensure
there are no breaks in the fuse or loose
connections in the fuse holder/s.

8.

Are there any issues with the fuse/s?

9.

Disconnect the light from the Pool end of the
cable (plug top).

10.

Replace the fuse/s in the transformer.

11.

Turn the transformer back on.

12.

Re-connect the light to the plug top.

13.

Turn the lights back on to see if they
illuminate.

globe turn
on?
7. Check fuse/s

No

8. Are the
fuses ok?

Yes

9. Disconnect light
3. Disconnect light

Yes
10. Replace fuses
15. Test mains
4. Test the cable with
a load/test globe

11. Turn transformer
on

No

16. Does the
Power outlet
work
8. Are the

5. Does the

No

No

globe turn

Yes

fuses ok?

on?

Yes
17. Change

Yes

14.

Do the lights turn on?

15.

Test the mains by plugging in a known
working appliance or by using a multi
metre.

16.

Does the appliance turn on and/or does the
multi metre show the correct reading?

17.

Plug the transformer into a known working
power outlet

18.

There is an issue with the transformer and it
needs to be replaced

19.

The light has an internal fault with it and
needs to be replaced.

20.

Complete

Power point
12. Re-connect lights

No
13. Turn light/s on

14. Do the
light/s turn
on?

Yes
14. Do the

19. Replace light

No

6. Damaged

light/s turn

cable

on?
18. Transformer

Yes

fault
20. End

Spa Electrics
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
SELECT POOL PRODUCTS 1-855-881-0889

ATOM INSTALLATION MANUALS
https://spaelectrics.ca/product-manuals
HOW TO VIDEOS:
https://spaelectrics.ca/howto-videos
For additional technical & customer support, contact us at 1-855-881-0889 or
info@selectpoolproducts.ca

ATOM VINYL/FIBERGLASS LIGHT KIT - PARTS BREAKDOWN
1 - Atom Vinyl/Fiberglass Niche Assembly with Plug, Cable, Niche Cap
and winter cap (EMPLUGCOVERUS)
2 - EMCCMPL
Atom Multi Plus Bulb

1

3 - EMV05US
Atom Vinyl/Fiberglass Nut & Conical
Washer
4 - EMV006US
Atom Vinyl/Fiberglass Faceplate/
Clamp Ring with Screws

2

3

5 - WASHEREMUS
Atom Fiberglass Gasket

4
FIBERGLASS GAS-
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ATOM CONCRETE LIGHT KIT - PARTS BREAKDOWN
1

1 - EMC008LRUS

2

Atom Concrete Niche with Protective Cap

2 - EMC009LMUS
Atom Concrete Leveling/Mounting
Ring with Protective Cap
3 - EMCCMPL
Atom Multi Plus Bulb
4 - Plug Top, Cable and Winter Cap

6
3

4

5

5 - EMC009LLUS
Atom Concrete Locking Ring with
Screws
6 - Cable Gland
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HOW TO INITIATE A WARRANTY CLAIM
Please follow these steps to initiate a warranty claim:
1. Take photo of serial number and/or date code sticker on item.
2. If date code reflects a date which is out of warranty (however installed within the warranty period), an invoice or sales order must be
provided for proof of install.
3. Record customer name & report issue.
4. Send email to info@selectpoolproducts.ca with the following:
• photo (showing issue & date code)
• customer name
• installation date
• brief description of reported issue
5. Our customer service team will respond with a claim number and
advise if/when a replacement part will be sent.
6. Please do not dispose of products until claim is complete. If required, we will provide shipping labels to return defective product.

3345 North Service Road Unit 104A Burlington, ON L7N 3G2
1-855-881-0889 info@selectpoolproducts.ca

